Dog Knowledge Test- Study Questions

A written description that explains exactly how an ideal dog of each breed should look and act is called?

Name one of the steps in the AKC Canine Good Citizen Test?

A color pattern of dark blotches against a lighter background of the same color, usually gray – blue is called? A) Merle B) Grizzle C) Kiss marked

The Bernese Mountain dog is associated with which country? A) Ireland B) The United States C) Switzerland

Which is not a sporting breed dog? A) Brittney B) Golden Retriever C) Australian Terrier

What term refers to the foreface, nose and jaws of a dog (all of the head in front of the eyes)?

Which of the following is a symptom of a problem with your dogs nervous system? A) Unusual drooling B) Vomiting C) seizures

The bark or song used by hounds to let their owners know where they are once they have found their prey is called? A) Bleating B) Whimpering C) Baying

Working dogs have been known to assist: A) farmers B) warriors C) shepherds D) all of the above

Other than Cocker spaniels, Golden Retrievers, Labrador Retrievers, and Pointer name another breed of dog in the Sporting Group?

How many steps are there in the ACK Canine Good Citizen Test?

A tail that is thick at the root, round and tapering with hair parted or divided on the underside is called? A) Otter tail B) Saber tail C) Tulip tail

Name two dogs in the Hound group?

The Boxer, Doberman Pinscher, the Great Dane, Rottweiler, Weimaraner, Giant and the Standard Schnauzer are all from what country?

Yes or No The keys to success in housebreaking your dog are determination and timing.

Yes or No Conformation is the form and structure, make and shape, arrangement of the parts in conformance with breed standards.

Name the powerful, strong, tall breed that is famous for search and rescue work in the Alps mountains in Switzerland and Italy?

Name one of the two kinds of hounds?
Yes or No  A healthy dog’s eyes should be clear and bright with no swelling around them and no unusual discharge?

The world’s leading guard, police, and military dog is what breed?

Yes or No  Is Apricot one of the colors a poodle can be?

The Yorkshire Terrier’s (yorkie) coat is always blue and what color? A) Pink  B) Orange C) Tan

Yes or No  Are Dalmatians born with their black spots?

Name one thing you should never feed your dog?

Name three common household items that can poison your dog?

Name three of the basic commands in obedience training?

A favorite dog of the ancient Aztecs, the Chihuahua is from which country?

The dog Toto in the movie “The Wizard of Oz” was what kind of Terrier?

The breed Standard for Chihuahuas says they can not exceed how many pounds?

Which dog does not belong in the Non-sporting group dog: A) Bulldog B) Dalmatian C) Irish Terrier?

Something every dog owner should have in case of an emergency is?

Correct when the dog does wrong and _________________ when a dog does it right

Most of the Working Dogs group are?   A) Large      B) Medium      C) Small

What small non-sporting group dog was breed in New England and has white on his face, chest, front legs and feet and the rest of it is either black or brindle?

What breed is: mostly black and white, an exceptional sheep herder, successful in obedience and agility competitions, search and rescue, narcotics and bomb detection: as a guide dog for the blind and the deaf and even as a movie and television actor? A) Collie  B) Border Collie  C) Australian Shepard

Which dog is not part of the toy group?   A) Maltese    B) Beagle    C) Pomeranian

Yes or No  Other than their size are Standard, Miniature and Toy Poodles different in other ways?

Name two common external parasites that you should check your dogs skin for?

Name two internal parasites?

What term describes brushing, washing, trimming your dog’s nails and cleaning ears, eyes and teeth?

What group of dogs work with shepherds and cattlemen to control the movements of other animals? A) Sporting Dogs  B) Working Dogs  C) Herding Dogs
A leather or chain collar that tightens or loosens by the hand and leash is called a?
A) Handling collar  B) Belted Collar  C) Choke collar

True or False  Inside your dogs ears should be brown?

True or False: A dog with a dry warm nose is sick?

True or False: Puppies need more calories and essential nutrients than do adult dogs.

The Pharaoh Hound is from what country?

The smallest size dogs are in which group?

A dogs normal body temperature range is:  A) 98.1-100  B) 101-102.5  C) 102-103.5

What does AKC stand for?

What term refers to the foreface, nose and jaws of a dog (all of the head in front of the eyes)?

Hounds are some of the oldest kinds of dogs used by man to help him ____________?

The best way to tell if your dog is overweight is to feel the area around its:
A) head and face  B) front and back legs C) rib-cage

Which of the following symptoms is probably a urinary system problem?
A) Excessive drinking B) Limping C) Pale gums

A canine first aid kit should include:  A) Ear and eye drops  B) cotton balls  C) Bandages  D) all of the above

Which of the following is a common obedience command?  A) Heel  B) Run  C) Pounce

Working dogs have been known to assist:  A) farmers B) warriors C) shepherds D) all of the above

True or False  Spaying or neutering your dog will mean it is less susceptible to mammary or prostate cancer.

Toes connected by a skin membrane, important for water-retrieving dogs, providing help in swimming are called:  A) Fined toes  B) webbed toes  C) flipper paws

A written description explaining exactly how an ideal dog of each breed should look and act is called:  A) Breed standard  B) Hallmark trait  C) AKC perfection grade

Your dog can contract many diseases from ticks such as:
A) Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever  B) Lyme’s Disease  C) Both  D) Neither

Which of the following is considered a respiratory problem?
A) Itching  B) Shivering  C) Nasal discharge
A dog with three colors in its coat, white, black and tan, is referred to as:
A) parti-color   B) calico   C) tri-colored

The most important tool for training your dog is? A) Negative Reinforcement  B) Yelling  C) Positive Reinforcement

Several hounds kept together in one kennel is called a: A) pack  B) herd  C) team

A dog with three colors in its coat, white, black and tan, is referred to as:
A) parti-color   B) calico   C) tri-colored

The immovable stance of the hunting dog to indicate the presence and position of the game is called:
A) Peppering  B) Point  C) Haw

The first teeth your dog will have are called: A) milk teeth  B) puppy teeth  C) dapple teeth

Hairs on the back or neck that are raised in fright or anger are called
A) Mane  B) Hackles  C) Top-line

Which breed is a sporting dog? A) Cocker Spaniel  B) Alaskan Malamute  C) Greyhound

Which of the following are signs of unhealthy skin? A) scabs  B) white flakes  C) both A and B

True or False  It is not necessary to praise after every completed command.

Thick long hair on the under jaw of a dog is called? A) Beard  B) Mustache  C) Feathering

True or False  Conformation is the form and structure, make and shape, arrangement of the parts in conformance with breed standards.